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8 GOVERNANCE AND CORPORATE PERFORMANCE 

8.1 ROAD DISCONTINUANCE AND SALE - PART BEAUVIEW DRIVE 
WALLAN 

Author: Teresa Hendy - Property Officer  

File No: CP/05/039 

Attachments: 1. Beauview Drive and Surrounds   
2. Beauview Drive showing part requested for discontinuance 

and purchase.   
3. 2008 Subdivision Plan showing northern road.     

Reference:  CM18/64   
 

 
SUMMARY 

In December 2017, a resident in Beauview Drive in Wallan expressed an interest in 
the purchase of a section of unused road reserve adjacent to their property.   

A previous Council Report to the meeting of 16 April 2018, discussed the matters 
relating to the request and proposed that Public Notice for the consideration of part 
road discontinuance be given, with a view to the potential sale of the land within the 
discontinued section of road should the proposal be supported. 

As resolved at the meeting of 16 April 2018, Public Notice has been given and 
submissions invited in relation to the proposal. This report discusses the outcome of 
the Public Notice, the consultation with Council departments and recommends that the 
status quo should remain at this time, and therefore the discontinuance of part of 
Beauview Drive Wallan no be proceeded with. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT Council: 

1. Following the mandatory Public Notice and consultation process, not proceed 
with the discontinuance of part of Beauview Drive, Wallan as it may be required 
for future public use, and  

2. Notify all parties of Council’s decision to not continue with the discontinuance 
and sale of part of Beauview Drive, Wallan.   

 

BACKGROUND 

The subject land or unused road reserve, is located at the Western end of Beauview 
Drive beyond the property access to No. 135 Beauview Drive. This section of road 
reserve measures approximately 340m in length and is 16m wide. The total area of 
land that could potentially be sold is approximately 5,500m2. Attachment 2 shows this 
area of unused road reserve to be referred to as the subject land. 

A request to purchase the subject land was received from the owner of 135 Beauview 
Drive, Wallan in December 2017. This landowner advised that they have owned their 
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property for over 30 years, during which time the subject land held within the part of 
the road adjacent to their land has never been used for the purpose of a public road. 

Beauview Drive is located in a rural area to the north west of Wallan and has a total 
length of approximately 1.74km, with approximately 1.4km being constructed road and 
340m being unused road (the subject land).  The subject land or ‘road’ is covered by a 
carriageway and drainage easement registered on title. 

The area is typically slashed twice a year by Council for maintenance and fire hazard 
reduction purposes.   

ISSUES AND DISCUSSION 

Six (6) properties gain access from Beauview Drive, including the landowner who has 
expressed an interest in purchasing the land in the road reserve. Attachment 1 shows 
two diagrams of Beauview Drive, including one with aerial photography of the road and 
surrounds. 

The Beauview Drive subdivision was created in 1979. At or around this time the 
physical road, known as Beauview Drive was constructed. The constructed 1.4km 
section of Beauview Drive is listed on Council’s Public Road Register, the part of the 
road requested to be acquired (the subject land) is not listed on the Public Road 
Register. 

The properties along Beauview Drive and the surrounding area were significantly 
impacted by the fires of February 2017.  The landowner wishing to purchase the part 
of the road considers that one of the benefits of owning the land in the road would be 
the ability to graze the area on a consistent basis to maintain a viable fuel reduction 
buffer over a wider area around their dwelling. 

240 Wallan Heights Road – Planning Permit 

The property at 240 Wallan Heights Road currently enjoys a legal right of access to 
Beauview Drive by virtue of its physical abuttal to this road.  

In 2008, a planning permit was issued for a three (3) lot subdivision of this land. This 
subdivision proposed for two (2) of these lots (Lot 1 and Lot 2) to utilise Beauview Drive 
for access. This access was proposed via the subject land. However, the subdivision 
did not proceed to reach Statement of Compliance and therefore titles were not issued.  
In 2014 an extension of time was given until June 2016 to have the work undertaken 
to complete the subdivision.  However, no further action was taken and the permit 
expired in June 2016.   

A letter was sent to the landowners of 240 Wallan Heights Road advising of the 
consideration to discontinue and sell part of the Beauview Drive road reserve (the 
subject site). The landowners made a submission as part of the consultation process 
and attended the Community Questions and Hearing Committee. Further discussion 
around the submission is contained in this report.  

 Process for Discontinuance and Sale of part of Road 

The processes completed to date towards the discontinuance and sale of part of the 
road include giving Public Notice, sending letters to adjoining landowners, receiving 
submissions and the presentation of the submissions to a Community Questions and 
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Hearings Committee meeting. Subject to a resolution to support the recommendations 
of this report all adjoining landowners will be sent a letter detailing Councils decision.  

Should Council endorse the discontinuance of the part of the road, a gazettal notice 
would be published in the Victoria Government Gazette. Steps to be undertaken if the 
sale were to proceed include obtaining a valuation, signing of Contract of Sale, 
planning permit for subdivision of the road, removal of easement from the part of the 
road being prepared for sale, consolidation of titles, issue of new titles, settlement and 
transfer. 

These steps are not necessarily undertaken in the order listed above. 

Wallan Structure Plan 

As discussed in the report of 16 April, Beauview Drive and the surrounding area is 
outside of the study area of the Wallan Structure Plan.    

CONSULTATION 

Consultation was undertaken internally with Council Officers. The following points of 
advice are provided for consideration.  

• The property at 240 Wallan Heights Road currently enjoys legal access to 
Beauview Drive as a consequence of its direct abuttal to a ‘road’ 

• The area is located within a Farming Zone and as such the future subdivision 
of the land would be unlikely to gain support without appropriate justification 
from an agricultural or land management perspective.  

• Should subdivision of surrounding properties be approved, in particular 240 
Wallan Heights Road, there are a number of road access options available to 
the future properties that would require consideration through that application. 
The other lots in the immediate vicinity are relatively small and do not look 
suitable for further subdivision. To enable a future subdivision all properties 
must have appropriate access. It is further noted that should the subject section 
of road be discontinued and sold it would remove future access opportunities 
from consideration.  

• The previous permit has been reviewed to ensure there is no active certified 
plans for which SOC might still be a possibility. No certified plans were found in 
Council’s record system. A new planning permit would be required for the 
subdivision of the land.  

• Given topographical constraints of 240 Wallan Heights Road to access much of 
the land from other road access points a benefit is seen to utilise the section of 
roadway under consideration should future subdivision be considered or 
supported. 

Public Notice 

Under the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act), section 206 and Schedule 10, Clause 
3, Council can discontinue a road if it is considered that the road is not reasonably 
required for public use.  The road has not to date been a constructed trafficable road 
used by the public. 
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The Act requires that Public Notice be given and submissions received in relation to 
the discontinuance of a road. Public Notice has been given in the North Central Review 
dated 24 April 2018 and letters advising of the proposal and the Public Notice sent to 
adjoining landowners.  

Whilst submissions are received and considered in relation to road discontinuance, 
there is an exemption under the Act which determines that submissions do not need 
to be considered in relation to the sale of land which has formed a road which was 
discontinued as a result of Council exercising its powers under Clause 3 Schedule 10 
of the Act. 

One submission was received in response to the Public Notice, with the submitter 
being heard by the Community Questions and Hearings Committee at the meeting of 
12 June 2018.   

The submission was from the owners of the property at 240 Wallan Heights Road and 
in essence submitted that the discontinuance of the road would impact on the current 
use and future subdivision potential of the land.  

There is a gate located on the property that accesses the part of Beauview being 
considered for discontinuance and the land owners have stated that this access point 
is used at different times of the year particularly in wet conditions.   

Discussion 

It is pragmatic to view the comments received in the submission together with the 
responses received from Council’s Statutory Planning Department and Engineering 
Department. 

Noting the planning issues and constraints which would be raised in the assessment 
of a planning permit application for subdivision, it is also noted that 240 Wallan Heights 
Road currently have a legal right to access Beauview Road due to its direct abuttal to 
this road reserve. There is also an existing access gate to the subject land which is 
being used for occasional access.  

Any future construction and formalisation of the road (the extension to Beauview Drive) 
is only likely to occur as a result of being a requirement of a future planning permit for 
the subdivision of the land to create access. 

It is noted that there is alternative access via Arkells Lane – see Attachment 3 for the 
land at 240 Wallan Heights Road, however depending on the design of any future 
proposal to further subdivide this land, there may be some practical limitations to using 
Arkells Lane due to the topography of the site. 

FINANCIAL, RESOURCE AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 

Should the final resolution be to cease further action to discontinue part of Beauview 
Lane, there would be no finance, resource or asset management benefits or 
implications. The estimated annual maintenance costs expended for the unused part 
of Beauview Drive are approximately $1,000, these costs would continue as is. 

Should Council discontinue and sell the land in the road, a valuation would determine 
the sale price of the land and the land would not be sold at less than the determined 
value. 
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All of the costs involved in the process towards the request to purchase the land in the 
road, whether resulting in a sale or not, would be recovered from the person wishing 
to acquire the land in the road. These costs would include the public notice, gazettal 
notice, planning permit for subdivision and removal of easement, surveyor's costs, 
issue of new titles and Council’s legal representation. 

POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS 

Should Council cease further action to discontinue part of Beauview Drive there are no 
policy or legislative implications. 

SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS (SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL) 

There are no sustainability implications relating to the recommendation. However, the 
vegetation within the unused road at the end of Beauview Drive consists primarily of 
exotic grass species and there are a number of significant native trees.  The exotic 
grasses are not considered to be of environmental or biodiversity value, however the 
native trees do offer environmental value to the land and could be significant habitat 
trees.  A planning permit would be required to remove any of the native trees within 
the unused section of the road. 

CHARTER OF HUMAN RIGHTS IMPLICATIONS   

The rights protected in the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 
were considered in preparing this report and it’s determined that the subject matter 
does not raise any human rights issues. 

OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

The officer preparing this report have been dealing with the spouse of an ex-Council 
employee in relation to this matter, who expressed interest in purchasing this land, 
however does not hold a direct or indirect interest in this matter. 

CONCLUSION 

Following a request for the purchase of the unused western part of Beauview Drive in 
Wallan by an adjoining landowner and following Public Notice and consultation, it is 
recommended that the discontinuance for the proposal as seen in Attachment 2 not 
be supported. 
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